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1111111111111111111111 – Get unlimited power over conversions…and grow your company!
1111111111111111111111 is An All-In-One Messenger Bot Creator Suite for Unlimited pages &
Messages.
What Is 1111111111111111111111?
Feedback tools must be part of your toolkit…… because it helps to reflect visitors’ objections,
simply by improving user experience. Resulting in better conversions, more leads, more sales,
and growing your company!
However, Every tool… Yes. Every. Single. One. Is flawed! Broken. Kaput! BECAUSE they are
built the wrong way!
So, say goodbye to the old, because there’s… A new way to say ‘Hooray’.
It’s Stefan van der Vlag, along with his partners Dennis de Graaf and Faouzi Jouti. They have
got some great news which will help you put YOUR conversions and profits on steroids.
As a full time online marketer for over 8 years, he has got quite some experience on what
works and what doesn’t when it comes down to conversions.
All those other tools you’ve seen might talk a good game… They’re designed to increase
conversions like a bowling ball is designed to fly.
So, they decided to design a solution…
They built the world’s most advanced feedback tool using cutting edge technology that allows
you to generate unlimited conversions right over your pages with all the stellar-conversion-
technology fully intact…
Introducing: 1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111 is An All-In-One Feedback Tool, including Revealing Heatmaps &
Powerful Behavioral Recordings, Feedback Polls & Surveys, Conversion Funnels, and more…
dig up all the insights you need.
1111111111111111111111 is the World’s Most Powerful Conversion Machine that is
revolutionizing the Way You Market in 2017 (and Beyond) Using Top-of-the-Line Features.
This all-in-one messenger bot creation tool, capable of creating any bot you desire.
 
How Does 1111111111111111111111 Work?
Special Features of 1111111111111111111111:
1111111111111111111111 - The mother of messenger bots. The holy grail of bot building.
It’s really cool, just look at some of its features…
Send plain text
Your bot can send powerful text messages to anyone who engages in conversation.
Send menu items
Give customers and visitors a predefined choice by having your bot send over menus.
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Broadcast Messages
It’s like an email autoresponder for facebook messenger. Send out unlimited messages!
Send audio, video, or files
Send over a video, or audio file? You can… Why not send over PDF with affiliate links too?
Send carousel items
It’s like having Carousel Ads inside facebook messenger, with or without menu items!
Create unlimited bots.
You can create unlimited 1111111111111111111111 bots for unlimited fan pages.
Visual Drag ‘n Drop Builder
By vizualizing the path of your bot’s messages it’s easier and faster to build them out.
Replies on trigger words!
Have your bot reply differently. Specify words which trigger the reply you want to show.
Send unlimited messages
Your bot can send unlimited messages any user that engages with it – limits? no sir!
An All-In-One solution packed with powerful features.
Unlimited users
Invite your entire team at no added cost! Specify user roles & rights with ease.
Use on unlimited sites
Install & use Convertifire on Unlimited sites and on unlimited pages per organization.
Easy 30 second install
No headaches. Quick, simple install. Copy & paste 1 single line of code on to your site.
Block IPs
Only get reliable data by excluding tracking for yourself, or your team by blocking IPs.
Share Your Findings
Share heatmaps, recordings, survey & poll results with others easily!
Advanced Filtering
Easily filter data on operating system, which browser they use, referral source, and more!
SAVES YOUR PAGES AND CSS STYLES!
 
All built with next-gen compression technology…
Your site won’t slow down, your visitors won’t notice a thing. And because Convertifire saves
your entire website it’s not fast, but your visitor recordings are always spot on! Unlike others
on the market.
WORKS ON PLATFORMS YOU ALREADY USE AND LOVE
 
Simply add a line of code and you’re ready!
It works. It doesn’t matter if you’re on WordPress or use page builders like, LeadPages,
ClickFunnels, InstaPage, iGloo or Convertri. It even works on your shopify sites! It’s copy &
paste simple to install Convertifire on your site!    



RECORDS ALL DEVICES AND BROWSERS
 
Enjoy fully responsive recordings & heatmaps
Convertifire records everything. It automatically detects if a user is on a desktop, tablet, or
phone. Easily see if your site is performing like you want cross devices.
Convertifire is Cool!
 
Everyone thinks it’s sexy…
With a steep lifetime discount, their state of the art compression tech, and a whole different
way of gathering data, they can deliver a better (with never-seen-before features) software at
a fraction of the cost. The training, knowledge base and all other help is neatly presented in
their cool looking SaaS.
How It Works:
Increase Conversions with Convertifire In Just 3 Easy Steps:
The minute you get into the Convertifire dashboard you’ll be wondering why nobody has made
it this simple to boost conversions before.
Step 1: Copy & paste simple
Once inside, all you need is to copy & paste one single line of code to your header. They even
provide plugins and tutorials for a task this simple. After pasting the code it immediately tracks
all your pages!
     
Step 2: Analyze your data
Watch recordings, analyze your heatmaps, check your funnel, see survey results and more.
Then improve user experience fast and easy, and make changes to your pages to reflect all of
your visitors’ objections!
     
Step 3: Enjoy, rinse & repeat!
Check your site’s conversions and repeat step 2 again and again until you can’t see any
significant change in your conversions. Congratulations your site is 100% optimized and
raking in more leads and sales!
 
Who Should Use 1111111111111111111111?
Convertifire is ideal for all walks of weblife.
•    Web Developers & Analysts
•    Digital & Online Marketers
•    Product & Project Managers
•    UI & UX Designers
•    SME Businesses
•    Consultants & Agencies



To be frank, it really doesn’t matter what you do online. What matters is this: Are you prepared
for the MASSIVE results Convertifire will get you?
See, you can use Convertifire to drive more sales through all your funnels! By simply spying
on visitor behavior and reflecting their objections.
Or… easily crank up engagement on your blog posts AND get more Social Shares —  going
Viral by structuring your posts the way your visitors prefer…
You can even use it to build BIGGER lists of fresh new subscribers (expect super simple
increase in lead generation by just tweaking your page…)
And you’ll need to hire new people for your eCommerce store, because you won’t be able to
manage the hyper-influx of sales coming your way all by yourself!
Why Should You Get 1111111111111111111111 Now?
1111111111111111111111 is a next-gen tool insisting on:
•    BOOSTING YOUR PROFITS!
•    ‘X-Ray Like’ Heatmaps Which Increase Conversions!
•    CCTV-ish Recordings: Legally Spy On Your Visitors
•    Get Inside Your Visitors’ Mind With Polls & Surveys
•    Keep Track with Conversions Funnels & Form Analysis
You’ll Never Have To Rely On Guesswork & ‘Hope Marketing’ Again!
Convertifire will significantly increase your conversions… No matter what your niche is.
This is NOT some flash-in-the-pan gimmick that’s here today, gone tomorrow…. You do it with
advanced technology PROVEN to convert more site visitors into leads, customers and profits.
Quite simply, with Convertifire in your arsenal… You know your insights, and you know what to
change on your pages immediately in order to get the easiest and fastest increase
conversions.
It has never been this easy and this cheap to maximize profits from existing and new traffic
streams!
Convert more, earn more, become more.
Simply put, Convertifire turns MORE of your traffic into leads and buyers. With an effective
strategy to convert more visitors into long term, loyal customers.
This platform is based on the PROVEN concept of analyzing and optimizing. However,
Convertifire takes it to the next level — expect an explosive increase in leads, conversions
and sales for you and your business!
Store your insights in the cloud 100% SECURE OVH CLOUD STORAGE
Over at Convertifire they feel speed matters. Because a simple delay in loading times can
already decrease your conversions rates! That’s why they have 3 lightning fast, reliable, and
scalable servers. They assure that your data is 100% secure and always accessible. Your site
never slows down. It’s perfect for low, medium, and high traffic sites.
You get heroic support!
24/7 SUPPORT



Still have a question? Their support team is working around the clock to help you with
anything!
KNOWLEDGEBASE
They continue to add to an on-going knowledgebase, including additional training and support.
VIDEO TRAINING
Their in-depth video training and case-studies are all you need in order to get more out your
business.
So what are customers saying about Convertifire?
“AN ALL IN ONE SOLUTION - This is All In One low-cost Solution for easily increasing your
conversions, boosting your profits, and growing your company… In any niche you want. A
must-have tool for anyone doing business online.” - Sam Bakker
“CONVERTIFIRE IS REALLY COOL - Convertifire is really cool and really easy to use. By
improving user experience on your pages you’ll be able to make much more money from
same amount of traffic because you enjoy increased conversions…” - Josh Ratta
Exclusive Bonuses From 1111111111111111111111
And they’re not done yet… GRAB 1111111111111111111111 NOW and you get these bonuses
FREE too!
EXCLUSIVE BONUS #1: 100 Split-Test Ideas
Get the 100 split-test ideas checklist — they use with their heatmaps and recordings on all of
their own offers and sites — to start increasing your conversions immediately!
Valued at $97, yours FREE with Convertifire
EXCLUSIVE BONUS #2: 6 Figure Casestudy
You’ll get a full-blown casestudy on how they increased conversions on a product launch,
including simple easy tweaks that help any site increase conversions and boost profits!
Valued at $97, yours FREE with Convertifire
EXCLUSIVE BONUS #3: Founding Member!
Get your name (or company name) on their founding member page, indicating you act on an
awesome opportunity when you see one. Full bragging rights included.
Priceless, and ONLY available through this launch.
Conclusion
You’ll get all these bonuses for FREE with your copy of 1111111111111111111111
Any marketer can now dramatically increase their conversions, sales, and campaign profits
using Convertifire. They’ve shown you proof it works… not only for them, but for others as
well, and it will surely work for you too!
You know that with the 30-day no hassle guarantee, you’re 100% covered.
If you want to have different results, you need to do things differently. Make the decision right
now to get different — and far BETTER – results!


